Delhi Public School, Hyderabad
Report on Field Trip to Artillery Centre.
Class VIII

Date : 21st November 2019

Students of Class VIII had the privilege to visit the Artillery Centre, Hyderabad, on 21st November.
Students got to see, how our Jawans train themselves to be battle ready. They were visibly excited.
Soon after reaching the center around 9’O clock, we were led to an auditorium and given an
informative presentation about the Artillery Centre. Later we were divided into three groups and each
group was directed to visit different areas of the centre to avoid commotion.
We visited “Ranbir Hall”, the museum devoted to the gunners. Here the students got information
about various wars such as First and Second World War, Indo-Pak war of 1965, 1971, Kargil
war 1999 etc.The students got a chance to see and learn about the imported Air Rifles and pellets
used by the Olympic shooters.
Students even learnt how the soldiers target the enemy camps and shoot using artillery guns. The
trainee soldiers gave a demonstration how they set an artillery gun during a war within 1 minute. The
students got a chance to check the weight of the shell used in these guns. Students got the opportunity
to climb the ropes used by the soldiers and experience the hardship faced by the soldiers.

Students visited a Shiva temple. All students set aside their religion and entered the temple with respect
and devotion.The final destination was the big athlete ground where the students played and enjoyed
a lot. The students had the refreshments arranged for the tired DIPsites.
It was a memorable field trip for them and they enjoyed a lot.
We are thankful to Commadant, Artillery center Hyderabad and Colonel Gautam Kapoor for
giving us such an opportunity and for organizing the whole trip so well.

